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REPORT: Online debates „Debatology“  
 October 2013 

 
 
Name of event: Online debates „Debatology“ 
Date(s) of event: October 2013 
Location of event: Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina  
Activities (training, seminar, tournament, etc):  
Number of participants: 1324 hits, 43 debater responses. 
Background of participants (type of school, age, ethnic background (if relevant) etc):  
Participants in Debatology are high school and university students from across BiH and countries of the ex 
Yugoslavia. 
Motions/topics/focus: 
Topics directly regarding the EU or in which debaters used proofs regarding the EU in October were: 
Problematic adolescents have a better chance to become successful businessmen? 
Biography should be more important than school reports when applying for a job? 
BiH is ready for census or is it implementing it only because of EU's recommendations? 
Four-year high school education should become obligatory standards? 
Students with bad behavior should be included in extracurricular activities? 
BiH should prohibit smoking in public places, because EU instructs it? 
Graduates from private and public universities should be equal when applying for a job? 
Socially beneficial work is more efficient than juvenile detention? 
Who does not want the Law on juvenile offenders in FBiH to be adopted? 
Describe what happened/what the participants did in a bit more detail:  
Topic with the highest number of visits and comments in October was the one about the census in BiH. With 
total of 242 hits and 14 comments, the arguments were stated that BiH is not ready for census because it 
was not ready for its implementation and did not create mechanisms for correcting irregularities. The others 
said that BiH should have implemented the census years before, because the ones that are in force right now 
are dated back from the ex Yugoslavia. 
The second most visited topic (with 118 hits) was about the extracurricular activities in schools and including 
students with problematic behavior in such activities. One part of the debaters claimed that the problem is the 
fact that schools include only excellent students in extracurricular activities and that students are 
discriminated based on success. The debaters pointed out that inclusion of students with problems in 
behavior in extracurricular activities would help their re-socialization and moving them from the environments 
which have a negative influence on them, thus decreasing the problem of juvenile delinquency. The other 
side stated that extracurricular activities are responsible for presenting the school in competitions, and that 
the students with poor behavior would not show a correct image of the school. Negation stated that students 
with problematic behavior cast a shadow on school's reputation, and that it is not in any school's interest to 
send problematic students to competitions. It is in the school's interest to only send the best students, 
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because they give credibility to the school. It was stressed that student with problematic behavior have 
issues with regular classes and that additional obligations would only create problems for them, because they 
would not be able to fulfill at least the regular obligations. 
The third interesting topic was about the BiH youth's migration to EU countries. Debaters who affirmed the 
topic that BiH's youth leaving the country is justified recognized a large number of problems in the field of 
education and employment and pointed out that youth leaving is the only possible solution for those who 
want a better future. Negative side said that BiH's youth leaving is running away from the problem and that 
young people can contribute to creation of positive changes, as well as that youth in BiH have a prejudice 
that everything is much easier in foreign countries and that the only effort they have to make is – to leave and 
go to another country. Negation pointed out the necessity of solving the problem and providing mechanisms 
for their quality overcoming, saying that running away from the problem only makes the situation worse. 
Winners of online debates for October were: In the first two weeks „Praetor“, in the third week „sm“, and in 
the fourth week again „Praetor“. With 3 weeks won, Praetor secured a title of the best debater. CCD 
contacted him for an interview. Based on the information given by the winner, „Praetor“ is Damir Kabaš, law 
student from Sarajevo. Debatology administrators interviewed Damir and published the interview on 
November 15th 2013 at http://studomat.ba/studentske-novosti/intervjui/17160/ . 
Remarkable things (quotes, publicity of the event, impact on participants or public, reception, etc):  
CCD tries to continuously promote all activities in regard to Debatology, in order to secure that Debatology 
becomes a recognizable name for promotion of communication and argumented discussion to wider public. 
This objective CCD achieves through the following activities: each Monday in weekly informer about CCD's 
activities – Flash News – CCD presents new competitive topics in Debatology; each ten days CCD presents 
the most interesting arguments of the topics in the previous period in Debatology within Web Info; all 
activities concerning Debatology are promoted on Facebook, in Centre of Cultivating Dialogue group  
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/134200443968/) and Debatology page 
(https://www.facebook.com/Debatologija?fref=ts); each month in cooperation with Studomat.ba portal, CCD 
publishes an interview with the best internet debater which is then published by other internet portals as well, 
so that the news about the culture of communication and its importance are read by the great number of 
young people. The September interview with the best internet debater stressed the importance of 
compromise among debaters. Considering that debate is based on various opinions, through argumentative 
discussion young people try to find the common values they agree on. Damir Kabas said in the interview: 
“Besides learning to look at various problems and issues from various aspects, even though they might be 
contrary to my original opinion, I have learned that it is very important to leave space for compromise and 
harmonization of opinions, because that is how paths towards tolerance and co-habitation are formed, even 
though it might be contrary to the premise that compromise is a contract in which neither side gets what it 
wanted in the beginning, because the benefits of compromise are greater than its negative consequences.” 
 
Lessons learned (if any):  
Participants in Debatology had the opportunity to widen their knowledge about employment and education in 
European countries, the importance of census and preventive acting in the field of juvenile delinquency and 
peer violence.  
Debates contributed to strengthening compromise among young people and showed that different attitudes 
are not an obstacle for mutual cooperation. 
Through argumentative discussion about very demanding topics participants exchanged attitudes about 
political topics and issues which in BiH among the governing subjects necessary mean end of constructive 
dialogue and offending and belittling. Communication skills which young people showed on these topics were 
proof enough that there is no such topic which cannot be discussed and even have contradicted attitudes 
about, if debate rules and methods are applied.  
Debates contributed that participants understand the necessity of respecting interlocutor and different 
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opinions of the opponents, which are prerequisite for beginning of any debate, which contributed to 
strengthening of the principles of democratic and open society among young people. 
 
Please add 1-3 pictures of the event to the email.  
Please provide a link to any video material or photo albums of the event.  
 
Topics for October can be found at: http://studomat.ba/forum/index.php/board,383.0.html 
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